
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 92, iss. 2, pp. 95 { 100 c 2010 July 25Weak solution for the Hele-Shaw problem: viscous shocks andsingularitiesS-Y. Lee, R.Teodorescu+, P.Wiegmann�Mathematics 253-37, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA+Mathematics Department, Univ. of South Florida, 4202 Tampa FL 33620, USA�The James Franck Institute, University of Chicago, 5640 Chicago IL 60637, USASubmitted 25 May 2010In Hele-Shaw ows a boundary of a viscous uid develops unstable �ngering patterns. At vanishing sur-face tension, �ngers evolve to cusp-like singularities preventing a smooth ow. We show that the Hele-Shawproblem admits a weak solution where a singularity triggers viscous shocks. Shocks form a growing, branchingtree of a line distribution of vorticity where pressure has a �nite discontinuity. A condition that the owremains curl-free at a macroscale uniquely determines the shock graph structure. We present a self-similarsolution describing shocks emerging from a generic (2,3)-cusp singularity { an elementary branching event ofa branching shock graph.1. Introduction. Hele-Shaw ow describes a 2Dviscous incompressible uid with a free boundary at lowReynolds numbers. The uid is either sucked out froma drain or driven to a drain by another, inviscid, in-compressible liquid [1]. Darcy law governs the viscousow: j = �Krp; j = �0v: (1)If density �0 and hydraulic conductivityK are constants,then pressure in the incompressible uid p is a harmonicfunction, �p = 0. At a drain (set at in�nity), the uiddisappears with a constant ux Q = H1 j� d`.At vanishing surface tension (the case we consider),pressure is a constant along a boundary. Thus, in theuid, pressure is a solution of the Dirichlet boundaryproblem. The boundary itself evolves in time.A compact form of the law involves only a bound-ary: normal velocity of a line element of the boundaryd` is proportional to its harmonic measure vd` � d�(Harmonic measure is a distribution of a Brownian ex-cursion (emanating from a drain) as it hits the boundaryd� = jrpj d`).In this form, the Darcy law goes far beyond applica-tions to uid dynamics [2]. It is closely related to a wideclass of 2D growth and solidi�cation processes such asDLA [3], ows in granular media [4], visco-elastic ow[5], evaporative patterns of uid monolayers [6], etc.Common patterns observed in these ows are char-acterized by intricate viscous �ngering instabilities [7].As such the problem is ill-de�ned: at a �nite, criticaltime �ngers develop cusp singularities (points of in�ntecurvature) [8, 9, 10], when the Darcy law stops making

sense. Nevertheless, in many important physical prob-lems such as ows in granular media and solidi�cation,which at large scales are described by Darcy law, owsare not limited and go over a singularity. Resolving�nite-time singularities in a physical manner, and a de-scription of a ow beyond singularities is a major long-standing problem in the �eld.An origin of singularities is the approximation of allphysical parameters which could stabilize a ow at amicroscale being set to zero. While this is a valid ap-proximation at a smooth ow, at a singularity pertur-bations are singular, and an order of limits when di�er-ent physical parameters are brought to zero is essential.One perturbation regularizing a ow is surface tension.However, interesting patterns are observed in processeswhere surface tension is either small, or does not existat all, like in solidi�cation and granular materials. Thisis the regime we are interested in. We assume that thesurface tension (if any) must be set to zero �rst, beforeother parameters such as compressibility, are set to zeroas well.In this Letter we present what we believe might bethe solution to the problem of �nite-time singularities inthe Hele- Shaw problem.We impose the incompressibility and curl-free con-ditions at a large scale, but relax them at a microscale,setting surface tension to zero in the �rst place. Underthis setting the Hele-Shaw problem admits a weak solu-tion: a singular cusp-like �nger triggers shocks { linesof discontinuity for pressure.Shocks propagate through the uid, forming a grow-ing, branching tree. In this Letter we analyze a genericcusp-singularity giving rise of an elementary branching�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2010 95



96 S-Y. Lee, R.Teodorescu, P.Wiegmannevent of what will become a complicated degree-two treeof shocks.The solution describing local origin of viscous shocksor any further branching event of already existing shockspattern is self-similar and does not depend on the detailsof the ow.A distinct feature of the Hele-Shaw ow is integrabil-ity [11 { 18]. Our weak solution is the only regularizationof singularities which preserves the ow integrability.A comment is in order: the most common appear-ance of shocks in hydrodynamics are ultrasonic ows incompressible uids at vanishing viscosity. Formally theyare caused by inertial terms in hydrodynamic equations.Shocks in Hele-Shaw ow considered here are of a di�er-ent nature. They occur at vanishing Reynolds numberswhen inertial terms are negligible and viscosity is high.We refer to them as viscous shocks.2. Analytic and integrated forms of the Darcy LawWe recall a description of a viscous �nger in terms ofa height function [16]. In Cartesian coordinates alignedwith a �nger axis (Fig.1), a �nger is given by a graph
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Fig.1. A growing �nger in local Cartesian coordinates. Thedashed line is the branch cut of the height functiony(x). Let X = x + iy be a complex coordinate of theuid. The height function Y (X; t) de�ned in the uid isan analytic function whose boundary value on the uidboundary is Y (X)X=x = y(x). Its discontinuity acrossthe branch cut is discY jX=x = 2y(x). In terms of theheight function the Darcy law reads:�0 _Y = �@X�; (2)where the analytic function � =  + ip is a complexpotential of the ow, and  is a stream function.An important physical characteristic is the (time-depedent) capacity of the ow. It is de�ned as C(t) =12�i H1 � d�, where the integral goes around a drain. Ac-cording to Darcy law, the power required to drain theuid N(t) = 12�K H1 p (j � d`) yields capacity N(t) =�C.

Integrated form of Darcy law: The integral 
(X) =�i RXe �0Y dX gives yet another form of the Darcy law:_
 = i� = �p+ i : (3)Let us integrate (2) over a cycle B in the uid:ddt Im IB d
 =IB j� d` = IB d ; (4)ddtRe IB d
 = � IB j � d` = � IB dp = 0: (5)The imaginary part measures a ux of uid through thecycle, the real part measures circulation along the cycle.The latter vanishes. At in�nity, i H1 d
 = Qt representsthe mass of uid drained up to time t.3. Singularities of the Hele-Shaw ow. Thepressure gradient is highest where the boundary curva-ture is large. Thus by (1), growth velocity is largest(and increasing) at �nger tips. It diverges at a criticaltime; the �nger then becomes a cusp of type (2; 2l+ 1):y2 � x2l+1 [8, 9, 19, 10, 16], Fig.1.Cusps of types (2; 4k� 1) and (2; 4k+1) evolve dif-ferently. In [17] it was shown that for the type (2; 4k+1),a new droplet of inviscid uid emerges next to the �n-ger tip, before it evolves into a cusp. The uid becomesmultiply-connected, but evolution continues smoothly.No continuous evolution is possible for(2; 4k�1)cusps,including the most generic cusp (2,3) { subject of thispaper.4. Hydrodynamics of a critical �nger. A �n-ger approaching the (2,3)-cusp is especially simple [15].Fixing a scale and the origin, it is given by:�Y 2 = 4X3 � g2X � g3=4(X � e3)(X � e2)(X � e1);(6)where g2 and g3 are real time dependent coe�cients.One of the branch points, e3, may be chosen real. It isthe tip of a �nger. The other two are conjugated e1 = �e2.The coe�cient g2 = 4(je1j2 � e23) is determined by thedrain rate, Q. We set the rate that g2 = �12t, and counttime from a cusp event: ow is smooth at t < 0.In this normalization, capacity equalsC = � _g2. Wellbefore a critical time, e3 < 0. Then at t < 0, g2 > 0and Re e1 > 0: the two branch points are located in theuid. This breaks the conditions of incompressibility,unless the roots coincide to a real double point: e1 = e2.Thus, g3 = 8(�t)3=2. The height function at t < 0 is adegenerate elliptic curve [15]:Y 2 = �4 (X � e(t)) (X + e(t)=2)2 ; e(t) = �2p�t:(7)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2010



Weak solution for the Hele-Shaw problem: viscous shocks and singularities 97A �nger becomes a cusp when the branch point e anddouble point�e=2 merge to a triple point. An importantproperty of the critical �nger (7) is that it is self-similar:Y (X; t) = jtj3=4Y �jtj�1=2X; 1� : (8)5. Weak form of the Hele-Shaw ow. Oncethe ow reaches a cusp singularity, it is no longer gov-erned by the di�erential form of the Darcy law. Thissituation is typical for conservation laws of hyperbolictype @tu + @zf(u) = 0. There as well, smooth initialdata develop into a shock at a �nite time. Shocks oc-cur to ill-de�ned conservation equations which arise asapproximations of a well-de�ned problem. Adding a de-formation through terms with higher gradients preventsformation of singularities. However, a smooth solutionof a deformed equation may become discontinuous as adeformation is removed. It is then called a weak so-lution [20]. Validity of the di�erential equation on bothsides of a shock determines a traveling velocity of a frontV = disc fdisc u - the Rankine-Hugoniot condition [21].Often, physical principles determine dynamics ofshocks without speci�c knowledge of the deformationused, such that di�erent deformations lead to the sameweak solution. The best known example is the Maxwellrule determining the position of Burgers-type shockfronts [21].Darcy law is a conservation law of hyperbolic type,and we adopt the same strategy. We will be looking for aweak solution of the Hele-Shaw problem when the Darcylaw is applied everywhere in the uid except on a mov-ing, growing and branching graph �(t) of viscous shocks(or cracks), where pressure su�ers a �nite discontinuity.A few natural physical principles guide toward aunique weak solution. We give three equivalent formu-lations.The �rst formulation is in terms of the height func-tion, treated as a complex vector:- The canonically oriented (anti-clockwise) discon-tinuity of the height function's complex conjugateis parallel to the shock line directed such that:�0 disc Y j� = �2�`; � = �0jY j > 0 ; (9)where ` is a unit vector canonically oriented alongthe shock line.An equivalent invariant formulation is in terms of thegenerating function (3):- Discontinuity of 
 on shocks is imaginary;Re disc
 is increasing away from both sides of ashock,Re disc
j� = 0; Re
jX!� > 0: (10)

The �rst condition in (10) is equivalently written asRe i H Y dX = 0 for all cycles. Curves of this kind arecalled Krichever-Boutroux curves. They appeared instudies of Whitham averaging of non-linear waves [22]and asymptotes of orthogonal polynomials [23]. Neitherappearance is coincidental.The third formulation is in hydrodynamics terms.6. Hydrodynamics of viscous shocks. We re-quire that the uid is irrotational at macroscale, butallow vorticity at a microscale { i.e. at a scale set by avanishing regularizing parameter.The �rst conditions of (9), (10) insure that the uidremains curl-free despite of shocks. Let us chose a con-tour B including a portion of a shock. Then (9), (10)mean that the integral (5) still vanishes despite of dis-continuities of 
 and pressure.Let us study this condition in detail. The timederivative has two contributions: one from evolutionof the height function Y (X; t) at a �xed X , anotherfrom motion of shocks. Denote the shock front veloc-ity by V? (normal to the front, directed along the vec-tor n = �i`). Then the time derivative in (5) readsIm [disc _Y ` + rk(discY � V?)]� = 0; where rk repre-sents the derivative along the direction tangent to thefront along the vector `. The �rst term is a jump of thevelocity of the uid parallel to a shock �disc vk. Thesecond term is purely real. It equals rk (�V?). To-gether, they yield to the condition:rkJ? + disc jk = 0; J? = �V?; jk = �0 vk: (11)The �rst term in this equation represents the transportof mass by a shock (normal to the shock), while the sec-ond is a circulation of the surrounding uid ow. Theycompensate each other.This condition, derived solely from the requirementthat � is real, suggests to interpret viscous shocks asa single layer of microscale vortices with a line density� and �xed orientation. Therefore, the weak solutiondescribes a uid with zero vorticity at a macroscale:vorticity concentrated in shocks is compensated by thecirculation of uid around shocks.Using Darcy law we replace the uid velocity in (11)by �rkp, and integrate (11) along the cut. We obtainthe Rankine- Hugoniot condition:�V? = (disc p) n : (12)The second set of conditions in (9), (10) (� > 0)imply that shocks move toward higher pressure, i.e, rep-resent a de�cit of uid - cracks. This follows from thecurl-free condition and is consistent with an assumptionthat at in�nity (at a remote part of a �nger, and at adrain), the ow is not a�ected by shocks.7 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2010



98 S-Y. Lee, R.Teodorescu, P.Wiegmann

Fig.2. The equi-pressure lines and ow lines (dashed) before the transition (left), and after the transition (right). Pressuregets larger as the shade gets darker. Before the transition e2 = e1 is the double point. The thick lines (on the right panel)connecting the branch points are the shocks. The orange and green dashed lines are not admissible the level lines of Re
.The uid ows to the lighter region toward low pressure. Shocks move toward the darker region (higher pressure). A brightdotted line is the zero-pressure line. The arrows are moving directions of the shock and the branch point. On the left of thezero-pressure line the �nger expands, on the right the �nger retreatsConsider the integral around the drain i H1 d
 = Qt.Before the transition, a contour of integration can besmoothly deformed to the uid boundary. It yields thetotal mass 2�0 H y(x)dx = �0 RR dydx. After the tran-sition, the integral acquires a contribution from shocks:� H� �d`. Viscous shocks can be seen as a single layermass de�cit: density of the uid is no longer constant,�(X) = �0 � ��(X)�(X) (here �� is the delta-functionon shocks).The Rankine-Hugoniot condition (12), curl-free con-dition (9) and the di�erential form of the Darcy equation(2) combined give the weak form of the Darcy law. Re-markably, these conditions uniquely determine a shockpattern. Shock graphs with one and two branching gen-erations are represented in Figs.2, 3. We will show howthey work by an analysis of the (2,3)-cusp.7. Self-similar weak solution: beyond the(2,3)-cusp. In the remaining part of the Letter webriey describe a solution to the most generic singu-larity, (2,3).Before becoming cusps, �ngers are described by (7).The height function is a self- similar degenerate ellipticcurve. Two branch points located in the uid coincideto a double point. At a critical time, the tip meets thedouble point. After the critical time, we look for a weaksolution, allowing pressure to have �nite discontinuities

on some curves. We assume that in�nity is not a�ectedby the transition, such that the height function is still anelliptic curve (6) with g2 = �12t, but now g2 < 0. Wehave only to �nd g3 from the condition (10). Solutionis again self- similar, g3(t) = g3(1)t3=2. Once g3(1) 6= 8,the curve is not degenerate anymore. The double pointsplits into two branch points, e1 6= e2. They appear inthe uid as endpoints of shocks.Since branch points are simple, all quantities haveopposite signes on opposite sides of shocks: disc
 =2
j�. Then condition (10) means that Re
 vanishes onshocks. Since the endpoints belong to the uid, by virtueof (3), pressure also vanishes. The branch point e3 is atip of a �nger where pressure obviously vanishes. Thisis the governing condition:p(e1;2) = Im�(e1;2) = 0: (13)The scaling property (8) is su�cient to express the po-tential � and 
 through elliptic integrals:�(X) = 6 Z Xe3 �X + 32 g3g2� dXY (X) ; (14)
(X) = �i Z Xe3 Y dX = �2i5 (XY � 2t�): (15)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2010



Weak solution for the Hele-Shaw problem: viscous shocks and singularities 99The governing equation (13) is then expressed throughcomplete elliptic integrals K and E [24]:(16m2 � 16m+ 1)E(m) = (8m2 � 9m+ 1)K(m) ;(16)wherem = 12 + 32 1p9 + 4h2 ; 32 g3g2t1=2 = 3r 34h2 � 3 4h2 + 14h2 � 3 :Solution of (16) is transcendental [24]:�e1;2e3 = 12 � ih; h = 3:24638225374 : : : (17)It determines the moving ends of shocks.8. Discontinuous change of capacity. Thegenus transition is summarized by an abrupt changeof g3jt=�1. We express this fact in normalization-independent terms using time derivative of the capacity.The ratio� = limt!0 _Ct>0_Ct<0 = 32 g3g2 t�1=2 = 0:91522030388 : : : (18)is a unique universal number describing the transition.9. Flow and shocks. Shocks are anti-Stokes linesof 
, i.e., zero-level lines of Re
 selected by the ad-missibility condition (9, 10) 
(X)jX!� > 0. Re
 van-ishes at Im �XY � = 2tp(X): There are a total of sevenanti-Stokes lines connected at branch points. They aretranscendental and computed numerically, in Fig.2.Among the seven anti-Stokes lines, only three lines�3;�2 and �1 obey the second condition (10). Line �1is the boundary of the �nger. Lines �3;�2 are shocks.Selection works as follows. A remote part of the �n-ger (argX = �; jX j ! 1) is not a�ected by the tran-sition. This selects a branch of 
 � 45X5=2 such thaton the upper side of �1, Re
 > 0. and therefore inboth sectors fIV; IIIg where jargX � �j < 2�=5 at alarge X . Then signs of Re
 are opposite on both sidesof �4;�5;�6;�7, and signs are positive on both sides of�1;�2;�3, as required by (10).The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (12 and (9) givethe velocity of shocks. Noticing that ImXY = �X?,where X? is a projection of a vector-coordinate of ashock to a direction normal to the shock, we get V? =X?t :Already scaling yields that shocks push the uidaway faster (� t5=4) than it is absorbed by the drain � t.Therefore, the �nger retreats v(e3) = _e3 < 0, smooth-ing the tip. Indeed, at the endpoints 
(e1;2) is purelyimaginary. Then by virtue of (9) Im 
(e1;2) = R e1;2e3 �d`

is a mass de�cit accumulated on shocks. Eqs.(15), (17)yield:Z e1;2e3 �d` = 45 j (e1;2)j = 45(6:34513 : : : ) t5=4 : (19)Since the boundary of the uid moves towards lowerpressure, pressure is positive close to sides of the tip,but remains negative around a distant part of the �nger.Therefore, in the uid there are lines of zero pressure(the bright dotted line in Fig.2). They emanate from theend points crossing �1 normally at a point x=��t1=2,where velocity vanishes, Fig.2.Finally, we list angles of zero-pressure line, the shockline and velocity at e1. Relative to the real axis, theyare respectively 0:235061�; 0:3792582�; and 0:451357�.At e3 the angle between shocks is 2�=3.

Fig.3. A numerically computed graph of viscous shockswith two generations of branching10. Branching tree. Evolution through a (2,3)-cusp gives rise to a shock tree. It grows and keepsbranching further. An interesting branching treeemerges, Fig.3. We do not know its global structure,but we do know that every generic branching event islocally identical to the transition we just described. Itwill be interesting to study whether a developed shock'sgraph with a large number of branches exhibits a scaleinvariance.11. Viscous shocks may have di�erent meanings de-pending on experimental settings. In a Hele-Shaw cell,viscous shocks are narrow channels where an inviscid liq-uid is compressed and sheared. In a visco-ellastic uidand in granular materials viscous shocks are cracks, etc.It will be very interesting to see an experimental real-ization of the branching tree of shocks in viscous owsat small Reynolds numbers.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2010 7�
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